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TMI— testing made insufferably complicated! 
Everyone agrees that the key to finding a high quality, reliable hemp CBD 
product is to look for a third party Certificate of Analysis (CoA), which tests the 
purity of the product and the quantity of actual cannabinoids for accurate 
dosing. 

Seems simple, right?  The manufacturer sends the finished product to a lab, 
which performs analytic tests to report on the contents of the bottle.  And 
consumers can access those test reports to assure themselves that the bottle 
contains what is stated on the label.  If only it were so easy!!  Get ready to nerd 
out on more details than you can possibly imagine!! 

The “hemp bubble”, which began in the late 20-teens, is still expanding 
dramatically, with hundreds if not thousands of new hemp products containing 
phyto-cannabinoids hitting the market every few months.  This has spawned 
supportive industries, for everything from growing, to processing to packing to 
testing.  However, the nascent hemp industry is still, in our own parlance, the 
“wild, wild West”!  Pretty much anyone can make whatever they want, sell 
whatever they want, and what little regulation exists is strictly state by state.  For 
now. 

Here is my experience with endeavoring to make a high quality hemp CBD 
product for veterinarians to accurately dose their patients.  I started with 
sourcing CBD isolate from a Colorado company with a long track record of 
excellence and consistency over the 2 years my local hemp colleagues have 
used their isolate.  They begin their testing and selection in organic hemp 
fields by testing the soil for possible contaminants and monitor the process 
through harvesting crude product.  Their extraction process results in a 98.6% 
pure cannabidiol product, with trace amounts of other cannabinoids (99.15% 
total cannabinoids). 
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Plena Curae is bottled by a “co-packer”, also in Colorado, with a brand new 
state-of-the-art facility, and five years experience in the hemp processing 
industry, using the highest quality organic coconut MCT oil.  Their formulator 
and I consulted on how much “overage” to calculate into our tincture, to be 
assured that we would hit our potency mark in the final product, and decided 
to mix it 2% higher than the 30 mg/ml or 60 mg/ml concentration, to ensure 
that the finished CBD concentration would meet (or exceed) the label claim. 

Now comes the fun part!  The hemp industry is too new to have a national, or 
even state-wide standard for testing.  Method validation for testing 
cannabinoid concentration in various matrices is a fairly new area of research, 
and there is still much to be learned.  As a result, variation in analytical 
methodologies may yield disparate results when the same product is tested by 
different laboratories.  So, just like the new hemp farmers are learning as they 
go, so is the hemp the testing industry. 

My co-packers located their new facility in a different area of the state than their 
previous workplace only two months previous, so had searched for a new lab 
close by, doing their best due diligence in choosing.  (One further 
complication is that there are regulations in Colorado requiring “metric tags” 
for all THC products, allowing each THC product to be traced back to its 
agricultural origins.  Many labs will only accept products with metric tags, but 
CBD products are generally not tagged.)  My tinctures were sent out to this 
new lab, which sent back the following test results. 

Test Results: 

Product          mg/unit           % 

ECS900          966                 3.22 

ECS1800        1740               5.81 

Andy, the formulator, was puzzled and suspicious.  He felt that their calculations 
of the weight of the oil were inaccurate, because they presumed the product to 
weigh 1.0 gram/ml, when the weight of oil is actually 0.95 gram/ml— because 
oil is less dense than water.  However, that would not account for one tincture 
coming back over and the other under our target potency.  Both “misses” are 
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under 3% off, but considering the formulation of both was comparable, it didn’t 
make sense for the potencies to be so wildly different from one another. 

So we sent samples to two other labs— another one in Colorado, and a well 
regarded East Coast lab.  Each came back different from each other.  (By the 
time we sent the third sample out, they were on their last archive bottle, so just 
sent an aliquot of tincture, hence the mg/ml rather than mg/unit measure).  
However, their results are both inconsistent internally, and with each other, 
skewing in every possible direction!  Comment below from our formulator:  

 

“As you can see, the results are mathematically irreconcilable. For example, if I 
assume Altitude’s % to mg/unit conversion is correct, then Aurum’s result of 
3.02% would be equivalent to 906 mg/unit. If  do the same for the 1800 mg 
tinctures, I would get 1811.28 mg/unit. However, the discrepancy in both labs is 
concerning, especially since I’m confident with sample homogeneity.”  

Altitude Certificates, Aurum Certificates, ProVerde Certificates 

What does this mean?  We can say for sure that the purity of the ingredients, 
and the methodology of the formulation for Plena Curae are as good as we can 
possibly make them.  Why does each lab get different results for each 
formulation?  The best guess is that there are no nationally recognized 
standards for third party analysis of cannabinoids in hemp products.  Each lab 
develops their own techniques and methods, without reference to each other.  
This makes it possible for companies to “shop around” for lab results that 
match their expectations.   It’s not a great system for consumer confidence, nor 
for manufacturer confidence either!!  All we can do is the best we can.  With 
three different results, they are all within 3% of our target whether over or 
under, but I truly can’t say which test is correct.  My bottling partners and I are 
discussing possible strategies for avoiding these problems next time. 

A further conundrum is shelf life and stability.  There is very little data as yet on 
how hemp CBD might degrade over time.  From our formulator: 
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“I had an interesting conversation with a representative from the United States 
Pharmacopeia. We discussed acceptable levels of variation for both powdered 
ingredients and individual bioactive compounds for nutraceuticals, but she was 
clear to mention that these same standards did not currently apply to hemp-
derived products (though these regulations seem to be in the works). She did 
emphasize that, in the nutraceutical arena, the concentration of a given 
bioactive compound has to be at least 100% of the label claim at the time of 
expiration or end of shelf-life. To date, I haven’t been able to find any stability 
testing data on products containing hemp extract, and whether (and to what 
extent), the concentration of CBD diminishes over time. If CBD does degrade 
significantly, this would provide a rationale for including a proportionally 
significant overage at the time of production to ensure the label claim is met 
after, say, a 2-year shelf-life. A guestimate (pending stability data) would be to 
recommend a 10% overage on the target CBD concentration. If, in this case, the 
actual CBD dose was 10% higher than the label claim immediately after 
production, I would doubt this would cause any clinically meaningful difference 
with respect to health outcomes. “ 

The formulator points out, though, that CBD is a very expensive ingredient, and 
adding 10% more to each bottle to ensure potency two years down the road 
cost would be a hit on the manufacturer.  These are issues traditional 
pharmaceutical companies have been dealing with for years!  For instance, I 
have heard anecdotally, that if you have a dog with a history of vaccine 
reactions that must be vaccinated, choose a bottle close to the expiration date, 
because it won’t contain an excess of the triggering compounds.  Plena Curae 
will continue to use best practices to give you the highest quality product we 
can make.  As veterinarians, our best strategy is to stay on top of the 
developments in product consistency, and continue to monitor patients for 
response.
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